
TEAM BUILDING 2024 

Our experience is supporting your company
to cultivate good qualities and transform them

in successful opportunities

Our proposal permits you to live experiences beyond everyday routine and which we de-
fine ‘’extra-ordinary’’. Activities in contact with nature, raw material and animals develop a 
positive change and increase individuals and group performances to make your business 
more productive. The final success will be the result of an harmonic teamwork.

The same keyconcepts

In the daily farmlife we are victims of the unexpected but also of opportunities and
exciting changes. Our experiences are based on keyconcepts that can be applied to
business dynamics to develop the growth and the productivity.

 Problem solving Resilience
 Management of instruments and time Leadership
 Communication Responsibility
 Collaboration Competence
 Self-awareness Trust

WHY A FARM TEAMBUILDING?

...and much more!

The farm
of opportunities



GENERAL PROGRAMME 

Initial briefing to share activities and goals.
Final debriefing to compare and mutual growth talking about the activities done.

MORE INFO

Depending on your business’ goals we are here to guide you to choose the correct ac-
tivities. The activities will be done divided in team to motivate a good competition. On 
request is possible to do the activities all together.
Each activity could be changed depending on numbers, weather conditions and farm 
availability.
The activities are for small, middle and big groups for a maximum of 100 people. The
Teambuilding can be done in English.

RECOMMENDED CLOTHING: track suit and sports shoes.

CLASSIFICATION

Our experienced staff will use evaluation tables incorporating scores for each challenge 
and the team which is judged to have best achieved the required training objectives on 
the day and thus obtained the best score will be declared the winner.

AWARDS

PRIZES: (included in the original cost) 
Each member of the team first in the classification will receive: 
a 400gm piece of cheese from the farm dairy + a neckwarmer sporting the La Fiorida logo

All members of the other teams: 
A neckwarmer sporting the La Fiorida logo 

CERTIFICATION: (included in the original cost) 
On request it’s possible to receive personalised certificates at the end of the day.
But it’s important to send your company logo to the Team Building contact person at least 
a week prior to the event. 

Advance booking request:

Ref. Laura Mazzoni +39 345 2987679 - tel. 0342 680846 - esperienze@lafiorida.com



The dairy
challenge

The Dairy challenge is a technical test, requiring organisational skills,
the capacity to delegate roles, good management of the allotted time

and aims to promot improved coordination within the team.

WHERE: indoor - DURATION: approx 2 hours.

Cost: Euro 900,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 30,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

BUTTER PRODUCTION

 DEVELOPMENT: by arranging the allocated instructions in the correct order, each team
will have at their disposal the cream which is to be turned into butter.

 CHEESE PRODUCTION

 DEVELOPMENT: by arranging the allocated instructions in the correct order,
each team has to transform two litres of milk into a form of Primo Sale fresh cheese.

 CHEESE TASTING

 DEVELOPMENT: the tasting involves sampling four different types of cheese. Teams
have to discuss between themselves in order to identify how they differ.

After taking into consideration what they have managed to establish,
they will be invited to answer questions from the “Cheeseometer” who

will then evaluate their knowledge of the subject.



Cooking
Class

The cooking class is an activity which tests the management of resources
and use of allotted time, encourages the implementation of strategies

for problem-solving, the identification of a team leader and aims to improve work
skills under pressure.

WHERE: indoor  - DURATION: approx 2 hours.

Cost: Euro 1050,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 40,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

PREPARATION OF PIZZOCCHERI

DEVELOPMENT: each team will have at their disposal the very same equipment,
a basket containing identical ingredients and the same recipe. The ultimate aim is to 

prepare a dish of pizzoccheri just like the one cooked by our very selves!

 FARMER’S TIRAMISU

 DEVELOPMENT: each team have to prepare this classic dessert using ingredients at
km0 from our company and by following the allocated recipe.  



Work
or play?

The “work or play” challenge encourages everyone to question themselves and com-
pensate for each individual’s limitations and weaknesses, to improve interpersonal rela-

tionships, create a climate of mutual trust and increase motivation.

WHERE: outdoor  - DURATION: approx 2 hours.

Cost: Euro 800,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 30,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

THE TUG OF WAR

 DEVELOPMENT: the teams will try their hand at the
classic tug of war challenge in a fantastic rural setting

 THE RELAY RACE WITH THE HAY BALE

 DEVELOPMENT: the teams, each in turn, have to complete an entire circuit of the barn
with a wheelbarrow containing a bale of hay

THE RELAY RACE WITH WATER BUCKETS

 DEVELOPMENT: the teams, each in turn, have to complete an entire circuit of the barn
with a wheelbarrow containing a bag of feed



Farmer’s
Challenge

The farmer’s challenge encourages you to become totally immersed in the day-to-day 
life on the farm, adopting winning strategies and compensating

for everyone’s limitations

WHERE: outdoor and indoor  - DURATION: approx. 2,5 hours

Cost: Euro 850,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 30,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

WOOD SAWING CHALLENGE

 DEVELOPMENT: le squadre dovranno tagliare con la sega
un tronco di legno in tanti piccoli pezzi. 

HAMMERING THE NAILS IN

 DEVELOPMENT: teams are invited to hammer in as many nails as possible and in
the most orderly fashion on a given wooden board

CONSTRUCTING A SCARECROW TO
PROTECT THE SEEDS IN THE VEGETABLE PLOT

 DEVELOPMENT: teams are invited to create their very own scarecrow using the
supplied materials (pieces of cloth, hay…) the most impressive scarecrow wins the day

PRODUCTION OF AROMATIC SALT

 DEVELOPMENT: teams will be invited to collect aromatic leaves of herbs in the fields,
then after shredding all, join them to the salt using a pestle.



A farm full
of surprises

“Farm surprises” will encourage you to overcome any fear of the
unknown, improve problem-solving strategies and make full use of all five senses

WHERE: outdoor and indoor  - DURATION: approx. 2 hours

Cost: Euro 850,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 30,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

SURPRISE TASTING…

 DEVELOPMENT: teams will be invited to sample some “preparations” conjured
up by our staff and to speculate on the ingredients.

(for this particular challenge it is vital to report any allergies and / or intolerances).

THE MISSING EGG
 

DEVELOPMENT: teams are invited to discover the whereabouts of the “missing egg”
somewhere within a mountain of sawdust. 

THE PERCH IN THE HENHOUSE

 DEVELOPMENT: teams, balancing on a plank resting on the ground, must change
their position as indicated by our staff. 

THE BOX OF THE SENSES

 DEVELOPMENT: teams are invited to guess the contents of the boxes,
using the sense of smell but above all, touch



Country
artists for a day

Activities here allow the team to develop creativity and fantasy,
defeat the embarassment

WHERE: outdoor and indoor - DURATION: approx. 1,5 hours

Cost: Euro 800,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 30,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

SINGING THE SONG

  DEVELOPMENT: teams are invited to produce a song on a farming
theme and then sing it

CREATE YOUR OWN LOGO 

  DEVELOPMENT: teams are invited to adopt farm materials
in order to create their company log

PASTORAL THEATRE

  DEVELOPMENT: teams will have at their disposal articles of clothing and material 
and will be invited to create a short theatrical production lasting

for around 10 minutes



Treasure
hunt

Treasure hunt allows the team to improve orienteering skills and coordination.

WHERE: outdoor, only in the eventuality of good weather - DURATION: approx. 1,5 hours

Cost: Euro 950,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 30,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

TREASURE HUNT

  DEVELOPMENT: teams will be invited to try their hand at searching for treasure
by following directions and clues they encounter along with their 

TRAINING OBJECTIVES: to improve orienteering skills, having fun “treasure map”



Wine
e blindcheese

tasting
La wine and blind cheese tasting allows you to manage with instruments and

time, to communicate better

DOVE: indoor DURATA: 2,5 ore ca.

Cost: Euro 1500,00 per module (VAT 22% excluded) with a maximum of 25 people.
For participation above a group of 25, the cost is a further 45,00 euro per person (VAT 22% excluded)

CHEESE AND WINE TASTING

  DEVELOPMENT: teams, guided by one of the most important winery of the area,
should match the cheese and the wine in the correct way.


